YOU

If you enjoy
fireworks you’ll fall
in love with the PGI.

FIREWORKS?

The center of the fireworks universeThe Pyrotechnics Guild International is the largest
fireworks club in the world with thousands of
members in the US and 45 countries. The PGI
purpose is advance to safety, skill, and artistry in
fireworks.

JOIN
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www.pgi.org
Email: membership@pgi.org
Mail: 1032 Georgetown Road
Michigan City, IN 46360
Call: (219) 872-2503

Why you should join the PGI
The PGI fireworks convention – One week long every August
Imagine the Olympics of Fireworks. Every year. Thousands of members and their families come
to the PGI Convention in a different city the 2nd week in August. There are seminars, workshops,
training, fireworks and supplies vending, socializing, and fantastic displays every night.

Great deals on fireworks
Find anything you need at the Convention: thousands of different consumer fireworks, chemicals,
fuse, supplies, tools, clothing, and even antique fireworks! Open shooting of Class B and C nightly.

The PGI Bulletin – Comes to you five times a year
The Bulletin is a color journal that keeps you informed about PGI and its events and, it provides
you with access to articles on fireworks use and manufacture written by experts.

What does membership cost?
First year membership is $100, $70 a year after that. Registration for a whole week of the
convention is $200; less than $35 a day for that week, this is the best fireworks deal on the planet!

www.pgi.org

How to join:
Fill out the application and pay by credit card right here at: www.pgi.org

YOU

Learn to build
fireworks.
Create incredible
fireworks displays.

FIREWORKS?

Make your own fireworks.

ENJOY
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Learn everything about fireworks design, building, finishing,
safety, licensing, even legal storage and transportation.
Then shoot them yourself during “open shooting.”

Create professional fireworks displays.
Learn fireworks display safety, design, physical setup,
artistry, legalities and hands-on commercial use.
Learn about electrical firing and even musical choreography.

What you can learn in the PGI
Fireworks making
Learn to make every kind of fireworks imaginable. During the convention an area is set aside just
for you to make your own fireworks. Seminars, workshops, and member experts show you how.

Fireworks displays
The Display Operators Course teaches the world of commercial fireworks displays. Use what you’ve
learned to help set up our nightly fireworks extravaganzas. Open shooting of Class B and C nightly.

Legal and regulatory
The PGI’s seminars, publications, and experts will teach you every aspect of fireworks legalities
and licensing.

Safety
Safety courses and safe practices are the backbone of the PGI. You’ll learn how to make, use,
store, and transport fireworks safely both for you and your audience.

Artistry

www.pgi.org

Learn the art of fireworks – from artistically designed aerial shells to creating musically
choreographed displays that move your audience to tears. You’ll see and learn it all in the PGI.
Learn more at: www.pgi.org

